Near Miss Reporting

**Report these incidents to EHS**

- Any incident involving hazardous waste that results in property damage, personal injury, or fires (call 203-785-3555 or 911)
- Report these incidents even if EHS or fire personnel assistance isn’t needed
- Call EHS/911 for any incident that you don’t feel comfortable handling yourself!

**Report near misses to the JST**

- Tell us about an accident that could have been worse, or how you avoided a more serious incident
- If you reported an incident to EHS, report it to the JST too!

**Why should I report near misses?**

- Quick!
- Fun!
- Non-punitive!
- Anonymous!

Generates a body of knowledge about accidents that are commonly encountered

**How do I do it?**

1. Visit our website!
2. Submit or view an incident report

http://jst.chem.yale.edu/safety-incidents
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